
What is ADIMA and what
can it do for your business?

Facing the pressure of many challenges and opportunities 
due to increased and constantly changing demands, 
manufacturing SMEs know they can no longer settle for the 
limited software offerings targeted at businesses of their size 
and budget. However, finding and the right ERP for the right 
budget, and choosing the right provider is a challenge itself.

As a specialist UK-based SME consultancy, Absoft have 
worked closely with UK manufacturing SMEs to correctly 
identify pressing current and future needs and have built 
ADIMA by configuring SAP’s leading S/4HANA so businesses 
like yours can unleash the full power of a worldclass ERP, 
for a fraction of the price, without making a compromise on 
functionality!

ADIMA is a manufacturing industry-specific ERP which can be 
deployed in the cloud or on premise, providing one version 
of the truth in all key business processes - live, on mobile, 
tablet, laptop and desktop. 

Meet ADIMA ERP 
A solution specifically built 
for SME Manufacturers
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Reductions in pro-
curement costs of

5% – 10%

Typical benefits realised 
include, but are not limited to:

Reductions in 
manufacturing 
cycle times of 

5% – 15%

Reduced 
inventory 
levels of

5% – 15%

Improvements in 
on-time delivery 
performance of

10% – 20%

Decreased 
logistics costs of

10% – 12%

ADIMA is an affordable, world-class ERP 
Solution built specifically for ambitious SME 
Manufacturers who want to address current 
challenges and seize tomorrow‘s opportunities. 

ONE SYSTEM

One version of the 
truth, across all your 

processes, in one 
system, with one 

partner

360 ORDER 
MANAGEMENT

Manage order takes 
through multiple 

channels (phone, e-mail, 
EDI, web shop)

REAL-TIME DATA AND FULL VISIBILITY

• Capture data on the shop floor as it 
happens using shop floor apps and 
integrating your smart factory equipment

• Get/Provide real time operational reporting 
(What is late? Where? Who is impacted?), 
insightful Finance and KPI reporting

• Calculate production costs accurately 
including all components, ingredients, 
labour and resource costs (e.g. utilities) 

• Manage your inventory with integrated 
Fulfilment and Logistics including stock at 
customer distribution centres

• Plan sales, production and purchasing for 
bought and made materials (based on 
current and long term orders) to reduce 
delivery delays and stock outs

• Capture all costs and revenues accurately 
and report on margins.

INCREASING EFFICIENCY AND CUTTING COST

A manufacturing ERP solution, ADIMA can be customised for 
your Discrete, Process or F&B industry specific processes 

MANAGE 
HIRED-IN AND OUT

...equipment and staff; 
Bill the customer 

accurately including 
equipment, people, 

consumables.

TRACK & TRACE 
BATCH NUMBERS

Bottom-up and 
top-down;

From vendor - to 
customer - to 

vendor 

MANAGE RECIPES

For the same 
product, across 

multiple factories 
and production 

MANAGE  
BILL OF MATERIALS            

 ...and instructions 
for your configurable 
product across their 
lifecycle (phase-in/

phase-out)

“It’s the only system we looked at that does what we need it to do – in one system – without 

manual intervention. We knew SAP and ADIMA can produce the ideal results for us, but 

without the support of Absoft, this would not have been the straightforward process 

we have experienced. Absoft’s post-implementation support has ensured that what 

could be a complicated shift for us, has been as smooth as possible. 

(The customer runs and grows with ADIMA since 2019)

Click to view the full case and learn how our SME manufacturing client 
transformed their business with ADIMA ERP

Click to get in touch to arrange a DEMO and discuss how Absoft can 
help you optimise your industry specific processes

https://hubs.ly/Q0150bs60
https://hubs.ly/Q0150bs60
https://www.absoft.co.uk/contact-us/
https://www.absoft.co.uk/contact-us/

